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Discovery Workshop
Helping new entrepreneurs build confidence in
their ideas and themselves.

Highlights
• An intense accelerator program to
help founders shape companies
from their ideas

• Prospective entrepreneurs receive
help in designing their companies
and connecting to the community

• Sponsors gain access to startup
company founders support the
growth of new businesses in their
community

Converting an idea into a business model is the first of many
barriers identified by the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation
that keep founders from creating new businesses. Creating new
businesses is the key determinant of the future of any
community, as all new job roles are created by startup
companies less than five years old.1
As experienced innovators at NEXT Studios, we offer Startup
Discovery Entrepreneur Workshop, an intense accelerator
program in your community. Based on the industry-standard
Lean Startup Canvas, it is the primary technique used with earlystage founders to help shape their idea into a business model,
and in turn, give them confidence to take the next steps towards
business creation.
As a founder, you’ll get a once-in-a-lifetime experience in
launching an idea into a company. As a corporate or community
client, you’re sponsoring new startup creation and connecting
your team and your brand to supporting new company and new
job role creation in our community.
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“The Importance of Startups in Job Creation and Job Destruction” – Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, September 9, 2010
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About the Discovery Workshop
The Startup Discovery Entrepreneur Workshop is an intense, multi-day event designed to
“pressure test” the idea of prospective entrepreneurs, especially from underserved communities.
They learn about and use the Lean Canvas model to identify the problems and solutions they offer
to customers, key metrics, and their competitive advantages. At the close of the workshop, they are
armed with the core of a business plan around their idea, and increased confidence in their ability
to execute on it. It is different than other accelerators as the goal is not a “pitch deck”, but instead a
business model and confidence in the minds of the entrepreneurs to continue.
It is condensed into just a few days as underserved entrepreneurs don’t often have the luxury of
significant time off work, or a support structure that provides resources they need to spend time on
their idea. NEXT Studios corporate and community clients sponsor the event to reduce or
eliminate the costs to as they frequently don’t have friends and family who can provide the earlystage startup resources needed to get an idea moving towards a startup company.

Discovery Workshop Syllabus
Here are the topics and modules of Discovery Workshop:
Section 1

2

Modeling
Mindsets

This module introduces the models employed by Discovery
Workshop, including the Lean(er) Canvas, the Customer Forces
Canvas, and Jobs to be Done. It also explains the importance of three
key perspective shifts: loving the problem and not the solution, the
fact that the business model is your product, and traction is the goal.

Jobs to be
Done

This module teaches that customers “hire” products to get jobs done
for them, and that the purchase process is like that of hiring an
employee. It also teaches that all jobs are really processes, and that all
products can be described by the process they help facilitate – the job
they get done.

Problems to
Solve

This module explores the nature of the problem that is solved by any
successful business, including how that problem is shaped by the
bigger, emotionally driven context it falls within. It also explores the
importance of considering existing alternatives, and the difference
between buyers and users.
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This module helps students identify their unique value proposition –
the thing that makes them different and worthy of attention from the
Unique Value
marketplace. Students will build their Instant Clarity Headline, which
Proposition
articulates the result the customer wants and the specific timeframe in
which it will be delivered.

Elevator
Pitch

This module challenges students to build a simple, high-concept
statement which encapsulates the company’s business in a short and
powerful way. It is used to help fans spread the word about the
company and product and is a great way to describe your business if
you have only the time of a typical elevator ride to share it.

Section 2

3

Prioritizing
Mindsets

This module helps students understand the importance of time, and
the fact that it’s the scarcest of resources. It also teaches a method of
tackling the riskiest of assumptions first to optimize the use of time
resources.

Solution
Targeting

This module asks students to begin to develop the top three features
that solve the top three problems they seek to solve. It also teaches
the difference between an invention and innovation, and how multiple
inventions are often required to successfully drive an innovation.

Reaching
Customers

This module explains how inbound and outbound customer channels
work to create pathways to reach customers. It challenges students to
identify the channels for their own business that can reach their early
adopters.

Pricing

This module explains different potential strategies for arriving at a
price for the students’ products or services, and dives deeply into
value-based pricing as a primary approach for new startup companies.
It also explores different units of measurement for pricing. The
module also explores the fundamental cost drivers behind a business
model, especially in the startup “minimal viable product” phase of
company development.

Revenue
Streams

This module begins with a mindset shift in that all revenue projections
begin with a highly personal set of success criteria established by the
entrepreneur. They can then be further broken down using “Fermi
Problem” math tools and then into period revenue targets and
estimates of churn and conversion rates.
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Section 3

Testing
Mindsets

This module explains the importance of making evidence-based
decisions figure how to do the smallest thing possible next that’s
needed to learn. It contrasts the way entrepreneurs test theories
empirically vs. relying on hope or faith to guide decisions. It also
teaches the importance of learning from failure.

Applying
Learning

This module explains the “Experimenter’s Loop” used to learn and
evolve a product or service offering in the marketplace. Students are
encouraged to apply this model to their own business ideas over time
to continue to improve the value they bring to their customers.

Viability and
Scalability

This module teaches the importance of early learnings to the eventual
need to scale a business model. It also sets the expectations for
growth that are often driven by investors, in that a business must scale
ten times or more repeatedly throughout its lifecycle.

Biggest Risks

This module explains the different sources of risk, including product
risk, business risk and market risk, and how to identify and quantify
those risks.

Pitch

This module helps students assemble the basic pitch of their business,
focused not on the solution but the problem it solves and how it can
be profitable and scalable.

At the conclusion of the Discovery Workshop, founders can seek investment from local community
impact funds including the NEXT Community Impact Fund (NCIF). Established in 2020, the
mission of the NCIF is to address “inequitable equity” – to invest in founders and communities
where the traditional venture capital system has not delivered. Together with the Discovery
Workshop, the anticipated result is founders with basic business plans, products and markets – and
the confidence to pursue funding at a peer level with other startups from the traditional venture
capital system.
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About NEXT Studios
Startup Discovery Entrepreneur Workshop is a product of NEXT Studios, the home of innovators.
NEXT is a group of practicing entrepreneurs, experienced leaders in their innovation communities,
who have a track record of creating innovation wherever they work. They know how to help teams
remove barriers to innovation, generate new ideas, and turn those ideas into winning offerings.
NEXT Studios is a Limited Liability Benefit Corporation innovation studio based in Indianapolis. It
was formed as a partnership between experienced entrepreneurs and is designed as a facility to
assist each other our own startup companies, help communities and corporations become more
innovative, as well as to help prospective entrepreneurs, especially from underserved
communities, according to our B-Corp charter.
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Why the Discovery Workshop?

For more information

Participants gain confidence in themselves as
entrepreneurs, and a plan, funding, and
ongoing support for turning their ideas into
startup companies. Sponsors gain the
opportunity to associate their brand with the
startup ecosystem, develop business through
engagement with early-stage founders, and
support entrepreneurship and new job role
growth in their communities.

To learn more about our offerings for startups
and the programs NEXT Studios offers to
support innovation, contact a NEXT Studios
entrepreneur or partner, or visit
nextstudios.org
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